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<p>Precise Heating, Air and Electrical Inc. D.B.A Precise Clean Solutions, formerly known as Precise Solar and
Power,&nbsp;&nbsp;is a complete building management company focusing on building maintenance, cleaning and
grounds keeping. Our mission is create a clean, safe environment conducive to learning. Each of our acquired facilities
has a fully trained staff with regards to their specific department along with a site superintendent to manage day to day
affairs. From an operational standpoint, our leadership staff is competent on the &quot;School Dude&quot; dispatching
platform, up to date on Department of Education standards for building maintenance, and capable of assisting with 5
year, 10 year and Master Plans for the district. Our field staffing is coached on all proper forms of disinfecting, how to
mitigate issues stemming from COVID 19, floor care, safety. Finally, as a subsidiary of a contracting business, each of
our contracts received preferred pricing through TIPS on any HVAC, Electrical, or Plumbing service or project. They
also have at their disposal a 24hour help hotline for assistance in diagnostics. From a staffing perspective, our goal is
minimize turnover. This gives us the opportunity for continuity in workplace, and in turn a better final product. To do
this, uur staff is well compensated, has access to medical and life insurance, 401k with employer matching, paid
vacation, and some paid holidays. From a business standpoint, Precise Clean Solutions makes sense to all customers
given our flexibility when it comes to pricing and services. Although we are fairly stringent in regards to cleaning
square footage (not to exceed 18,000sqft/per person) all other packages are completely customizable. Some of our
customers prefer to supply their own cleaning agents and utensils, while others want us to handle everything. Some
customer ask to keep certain employees on their payroll as to not interrupt a current retirement and we work with that
too. Many want to provide their own maintenance staff while other require us to provide Licensed Professionals. No
matter the situation, Precise Clean Solutions is driven to please the customer and understand that compromise is the
key to that success.</p>
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AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

22010601 Comprehensive HVAC 03/31/2025 CFV

22010602 Comprehensive HVAC (JOC) 03/31/2025 CFV

22010601

Clayton O'Neal Vice President (870) 698-1734 clayton.precisehvac@gmail.com

Michael Arnold President (870) 698-1734 precisesolarandpower@yahoo.com

22010602

Clayton O'Neal Vice President (870) 698-1734 clayton.precisehvac@gmail.com

Michael Arnold President (870) 698-1734 precisesolarandpower@yahoo.com

CONTACTS BY CONTRACTS


